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   Automated management for all medications 

Integrating HS8 with Debetrek hardware offers a feature-rich, cost-effective, 
low-risk option to hospitals wishing to automate their drug management 
and transition their controlled drug processes from paper to digital.  
The solution is designed to be customisable for each hospital’s unique 
needs, offering a high degree of adaptability for different locations.  
The flexibility offered through the solution allows hospitals to gradually 
improve their model of care in line with budgets and other priorities,  
while maintaining familiarity with a single software solution.

   Automated Dispensing Cabinets 

Automated Dispensing Cabinets offer a secure medication storage  
solution that supports consistent workflows and improved inventory 
control. The ADCs are available in a wide variety of sizes, ranging  
from single-drawer, table-top cabinets to freestanding full tower 
configurations allowing for different requirements and budgets.

   Medication Carts     

Sophisticated point-of-care carts aid in the secure delivery of medication by 
healthcare professionals to promote patient safety and stock level control. The carts  
are ergonomically designed to reduce cognitive load on care-givers, helping prevent  

errors and minimise disruptions. Integration with HS8 offers real-time inventory 
tracking between medication storage areas and the patient’s bedside.

   Remote Locks & Existing Hardware 
The solution offers hospitals the ability to use their existing hardware as part  
of the HS8 ecosystem. This can reduce implementation costs and help to close  
the loop for medication management within the hospital regardless of hardware 
requirements or upgrade timeframes. Remote locks can be attached externally  
to most physical devices such as refrigerators, safes and cabinets, providing  
electronic locking via HS8 to improve inventory management and auditability.

Debetrek was established over 20 years ago in Brisbane, Australia and has quickly grown to become one of  
Australia’s top healthcare specialists, serving and supplying equipment to the health industry across Australia  
and New Zealand. They have a number of distribution and maintenance partner relationships across Australasia  
for companies such as Ergotron, ICW USA, Talon Controls Medication management, Scott Clark Medical Hot  
swap battery systems, Ultralife Corp, Howard Medical Powered Med Cart and more.
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   Centrally Managed 

Hospitals can select from a variety of integrated medication storage 
devices, while all being controlled via the same software. This will  
mean that regardless of how and where medication is stored, hospitals  
will have visibility across the entire inventory. It will also mean a  
reduction in the time and effort involved in training staff to use  
multiple software systems.

   The HS8 Value Proposition

Year 4    

The hospital deploys  
a Med Cart into each  
ward.

Year 2  

The hospital adds a  
small ADC into 3 of their 
busiest wards and rolls out 
the HS8 software to the 
remaining 17 wards.

Year 1  

A hospital installs the  
HS8 software-only solution 
and adds a Remote Lock 
for a fridge at their internal 
pharmacy and then rolls out 
the software to 3 of their 
busiest wards. 

Year 3    

The hospital rolls out  
small ADCs to 7 more 
wards, while upgrading  
the 3 busy wards to  
larger ADCs. 
  
  

   Customer Journey
Example Site: 1 pharmacy, 20 wards, 3 theatres 
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Large Extra LargeSmall 

A. Standard drawer

1 drawer slot 2 drawer slots 3 drawer slots 3 drawer slots

B. Double deep drawer A1. Standard drawer with adjustable dividers

C. Standard drawer with 
20 individually locking compartments

D. Double deep drawer with
20 individually locking compartments

E. Standard drawer with 7 individually 
locking compartments

Medium

   A customisable solution that can grow with your facility 

Hospitals are able to customise and then adjust their solution as  
needed, based on each location’s drug transaction volumes, storage  
capacity requirements, physical space availability and other operational  
requirements. These options offer hospitals an easy way to implement  
and adjust a medication management solution to fit within their budgets.


